
Etac presents:

The Clean family
A cleaner Clean
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Discover the Clean family
For almost 20 years, Etac Clean has been a best-selling mobile 
shower commode chair. There have been copies and imitators, but 
the original has maintained its position. But we have no intention 
of resting on our laurels. Our commitment and our collective 
knowledge mean that we are always striving for continuous 
improvement – and today, Etac Clean is better than ever. 

Etac Clean is a prize-winning range comprising four shower chairs. 
Each model has unique features which enable a positive, safe 
bathroom experience for its users. Over the years, the original 
chair has been improved in small ways that together make a 
big difference. Clean is now available in a new design with soft, 
smooth lines which make the chair even easier to clean, and 
to keep clean. What's more, we are offering Clean in the new 
colours of lagoon green and white.  
It's still Clean, but better and more hygienic. A cleaner Clean.
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Etac Clean 
shower commode chair

Etac Clean is secure, safe and simple for both 
users and carers. With practical functionality 
and design, every detail of the chair has been 
developed to give the user a positive and safe 
bathroom experience.
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Easy to fit and manouevre
Etac Clean is extremely easy to 
operate, thanks to the width of 
the push handle. The clever design 
can be seen throughout the entire 
chair. The upright handle ensures 
that Clean is a perfect fit, even over 
wall-mounted toilets, and the chair is 
open at the back to facilitate access.

Comfortable and practical 
foot support
The foot support is unique and can 
be pushed under the seat when 
not in use. The soft curved surface 
provides good comfort for the feet, 
which are also protected by the foot 
support's side protection. 

All other variants of Clean also have 
these features, but they also have 
additional functionality to meet 
other needs.

Slim but roomy
The smart design gives Etac Clean 
a large and comfortable seating 
area even though the chair is neat 
and slim.

Easy access
The chair is open at the back 
to facilitate access for hygiene 
purposes.

Foot support designed  
for feet
The practical foot support has a 
soft, rounded shape which gives the 
feet extra comfort and protection.

Fits over the toilet
Thanks to the upright operating 
handle, the chair is a perfect fit, 
even over wall-mounted toilets.

Features  
Clean
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Etac Clean 
Height Adjustable
shower commode chair

In addition to all the features of the basic 
model, this variant allows you to adjust the 
height of the seat.
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Adjust the height  
for a perfect fit
The possibility of adjusting the seat 
height means that Etac Clean Height 
Adjustable can be tailor-made to 
suit the user's needs – for example 
to make transfers easier or to fit 
perfectly over the toilet. Adjustment 
is simple and no tools are required.
Etac Clean Height Adjustable has 
the same basic benefits as the other 
members of the Clean family – but 
is also height-adjustable up to 60 
cm, and has a greater range of foot 
supports and calf supports.

The same chair for all 
heights
The smart design means that 
the chair is a perfect fit above all 
wall-mounted toilets, regardless of 
height.

Additional support for  
the legs
In the event of additional need 
for leg and foot support, various 
accessories are available, e.g. split 
foot supports and calf supports.

Features  
Clean Height Adjustable



Etac Clean 24" 
self propelled  
shower commode chair

This variant of Etac Clean is suitable for those 
who can operate the chair independently and 
want to maximise their mobility. 
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Easy to manoeuvre,  
for the independent user
The Etac Clean 24-inch wheels 
are positioned to make it easy to 
manoeuvre the chair without compro-
mising user safety or comfort. It is 
easy to transfer to and from the chair 
thanks to the large, unrestricted seat 
in front of the wheels. The brake 
handles are also positioned below the 
seat so that they do not get in the 
way during transfer, while remaining 
easy to reach.

Etac Clean 24” has the same basic 
benefits as the other members of the 
Clean family – but allows the user to 
operate the chair independently.

Self propelled 
Easy to operate for the independent 
user.

Safe and simple transfer
The flat seat and the brake position 
facilitate lateral transfer.

Features
Clean 24"



Etac AB
Kista Science Tower
SE-164 51 Kista, Sweden
Tel +46 371 – 58 73 30
Fax +46 371 – 58 73 90
info@etac.se www.etac.com

A cleaner Clean. 

Visit Etac.com for more information.
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